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We match
RANK XEROX Mitcheldean has
been publicly acknowledged as
one of the top five factories in the
United Kingdom, standing
comparison with the world's best.
It was selected, along with
International Computers Ltd,
Sony, Toshiba and Oxford
Automotive Components, to
receive a 1989 Best British
Factories Award, organised by the
British Institute of Management
and international management
consultants A. T. Kearney.
Site director David Stokes
accepted the award at the Best
Factory Conference, held at the
Royal Garden Hotel, Kensington,
London, on 25 October last.
He was accompanied by
controller Phil King and materials
manager Kevin Horrobin.
The Best Factories Award is an
annual event, honouring factories
that match the world's best on
quality, productivity, cost and
customer satisfaction.
Earlier this year A. T. Kearney
carried out a benchmarking study
to establish best manufacturing
practice in Britain.
A questionnaire was sent to
some 750 top factories, including
ourselves. Having completed this
we were visited by the organisers,
who made a study of our
operations and talked with MOC
managers ("They asked some
very penetrating questions", said
Phil) prior to forming an
assessment.

the world's

David Stokes with the 1989 Best British Factories Award.

The survey looked into the
plant mission, organisation and
structure of the manufacturing
operation, effective and
economical use of technology,
and concentrated on such factors
as quality, productivity, cost and
customer satisfaction.
All of these, of course, already
feature in Rank Xerox policy,
with the last, customer
satisfaction, being given the
highest priority of all.
To identify the winners, A. T.
Kearney and the British Institute
of Management used the results
of the UK survey to compare
these factors with the same ones

in a database covering production
facilities in industrial countries
worldwide, including West
Germany and Japan.
The five selected factories
were those who were well above
the UK average and approached,
equalled or exceeded the
performance of the world's best.
Speaking to a packed audience
at the award ceremony, David
Stokes said, "We recognise that
UK industry is about to enter a
turbulent period. We believe that
our efforts over the past few years
in concentrating on total quality
management, cost and delivery
performance have equipped us to

Two
million milestone
ANOTHER NOTABLE
all," said plant safety and security

achievement was announced just
a few days before the Best
Factories Award.
At the close of business on
Thursday, 19 October,
Mitcheldean Operations
completed 2 million hours
without sustaining a lost time
accident.
Congratulating all employees,
site director David Stokes

thanked them for their "individual
manager John Spratley, "is that
commitment to safe working
no one has had to suffer as a
practices which made this
result of an injury at work."
milestone possible".
We have 'made a million'
He was happy to be able to
several times since our first in
impart the good news to
1982, and have won numerous
environmental health and safety
awards.
chiefs Jim McKenzie, corporate
director, and Don Baker, EMO
We won the British Safety
manager, when they visited the
Council 'Sword of honour' in
site recently.
1984, and their National Safety
"The most important factor of Certificate 11 years in succession.

best

respond successfully to this
challenge.
"Strong, healthy factories,
managing the process rather than
the results, are essential if the
United Kingdom is to regain its
leadership as a manufacturing
nation".
"We believe that this
recognition of our achievements
establishes us as a benchmark
factory. However, the staff at
Mitcheldean are not complacent
and remain enthusiastic and
committed to the challenge of
further improving our competitive
position".
David added his
congratulations to the total plant
team on their significant efforts.
The engraved glass award is being
displayed in the main reception area.
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We gained the Engineering
Employers Federation 'Gold
Hand' eight years running, and
the Royal Society for the
Prevention of Accidents has
recognised our plant standards
with gold, silver and bronze
awards.
Now we have broken through
the 2 million barrier, a new target
has been set at 2.5 million hours.

How
green
is our
site?

VISITORS TO Mitcheldean have
often commented on our 'green
and pleasant' site — a description
which is certainly true in the
traditional sense of the word
'green', as our photograph shows.
But just how green is it from
the ecological point of view?
"Marketing departments of
major manufacturers have started
recognising the 'Green
consumer', both from a moral
and a purely commercial
standpoint," said site director
David Stokes in a recent
communication.
"It reflects the basic
recognition that there is an
increasing number of cash-paying
customers who have based their
purchasing, to a greater or lesser
extent, on the ecological
friendliness, or lack of it, of a
particular product or company.
"We are seeing an increasing
number of investment funds
where fund managers look for
companies which are making a
contribution to the world ecology.
"Many public companies are
already seeing the implications of
the world ecology movement and
thinking them through.
"Xerox has a very positive
attitude in this direction and
makes strenuous efforts to ensure
our manufacturing processes are
not adversely impacting the
environment in any way."
Back in 1984 a corporate
decision was made to do a review

Mitcheldean in autumn colours.

of all manufacturing sites worldwide, quite irrespective of local
or national requirements, to
establish whether they were
environmentally 'clean'.
This was not simply as regards
current activities but also to find
out whether any past activities
had caused environmental
pollution, and a 'clean-up'
programme was commenced with
the technical assistance of a firm
of experts.
Although we felt pretty sure
that Mitcheldean was a 'clean
site', an historical audit was
embarked on, our investigations
going back to pre-Rank Xerox
days.
Digging, sometimes literally,
into the past, we established what
was done and where with the
regard to the use of chemicals,
how chemical processes were
handled and what safeguards
were in existence.
Said John Spratley, plant
safety and security operations
manager: "Thirty years ago they
did not have the sophisticated
monitoring and analytical
techniques we have available
today. So although we established
that, basically, things were done
right in the past, there was the
odd problem.
"There was some soil
contamination which came from
hydrocarbon cleaning activities. It
was not a significant amount but

On 23 October, environmental health and safety chiefs Jim McKenzie. corporate
director, and Don Baker. EMO manager, came to Mitcheldean for discussions on
ecological and .safety and health-related issues. Pictured here with site director
David Stokes are (from left) Jim McKenzie. Dave Houghton (a specially trained
safety engineer appointed by Rank Xerox to handle European compliance
procedures). Don Baker and Mitcheldean's safety & security operations
manager John Spratley.

we wanted to ensure that any
water that leaves our site is pure."
There are two streams which
run underneath the site. They join
each other under 'A' car park and
exit as one common stream.
All surface water on site
drains into that common stream
so at that point five weirs or little
waterfalls were introduced.
These tumble the water and
increase aeration to the
atmosphere. By the time it
reaches the boundary of the plant,
the water is well within the EEC
drinking water standards.
Incoming as well as outgoing
water is constantly monitored
with independent analysis being
carried out.
So if someone puts a pint of
solvent into the water course and
it drains into our site, we catch it
as it passes through and advise
the Severn Trent Water Authority
who can take the necessary steps
to prevent a recurrence.
What else are we doing, apart
from water-course monitoring?
Well, we go to great lengths to
ensure that the processes we use

are acceptable — as our recent
article on the refurbishing
operations screen printing project
demonstrated.
This project was not just
beneficial to the plant. It showed
a concern for the community and
could claim to have influenced
market forces against
environmentally damaging
practices.
On certain equipment in
manufacturing and refurbishing
areas we have fitted filters or
scrubbers which prevent
_
atmospheric pollution.
As for CFC's most are
contained in aerosols and we
have virtually eliminated the use
of all harmful ones.
Our main concern now is with
bulk storage, John told us.
The amount fed into our
underground fuel tanks is
carefully measured so we know
immediately whether there has
been a leak.
Heating fuels are kept above
ground and these are enclosed by
a brick 'bund' or overcoat for
protection. As for chemicals,
these are receiving special
attention, as the following article
explains.
Don Baker, EMO manager,
environmental safety and health,
is quoted in a recent issue of HQ
News as saying: "By the early
1990s, Xerox Corporation safety
and environmental standards will
not only comply with, but in
many cases far exceed local,
national and EEC regulations."
Mitcheldean is making its
contribution by ensuring our site
is as environmentally 'green' as it
is pleasant.

COSHH
— how we are
are
conforming
EVERY HOME has its quota of
proprietary products with catchy
brand names in big letters.
In rather smaller print appear
their chemical formulation and
warnings such as 'highly
flammable', 'irritant', 'corrosive'
or 'keep out of children's reach'.
But the black cross, or even skull
and crossbones warnings are
clearly visible.
It's up to each of us as to how
carefully we follow instructions
in the handling and use of such
products in our own homes.
In industry, however, where
over 40,000 chemicals are in use
today, many of which can cause
occupational health problems,
protection is provided by
legislation.
But with the huge increase in
the range of such preparations,
existing legislation, much of it
specific, has become outdated.

In a move to rationalise the
situation, the Control of
Substances Hazardous to Health
(COSHH) Regulations have now
been introduced.
Enforced by an EEC directive,
they set requirements for
protecting people's health from
virtually all the hazardous
substances they work with (there
are a few exceptions such as
asbestos and lead which still have
their own specific legislation).
The regulations came into
force on 1 October last; we have
until the end of January 1990
to conform — but we are not in a
panic situation!
There was early warning of
this development and we started
tackling the problem back in
February.
A QIP team was formed, led
jointly by John Spratley and Keith
Jones (new technologies) with

Clive Reid (paint shop) as an end
user. Oily Evans representing
purchasing, Jacquie Shaw
(medical), Robin Richardson
(storage) and Dave Higman
(training).
The first task was to examine
the requirements and their
implications.
The COSHH regulations apply
in factories, farms, offices — in
fact, wherever substances which
have the potential to harm
people's health are used or
produced or given off during
work activities.
And this includes not just
drums of chemicals that might be
brought into the workplace but
also dusts, fumes and gases, and
even harmful micro-organisms,
that might be released as a result
of the work being carried out.
It also means that employers
have to think not just about
production processes but about
activities such as cleaning and
maintenance as well.
Basically, the regulations
cover four areas — classification
of chemicals, their storage, use
and disposal.
We have to make sure we
really understand what the
chemicals are and their potential
hazards (Are they toxic? Do they
bum the skin?), how we use them
(Do we need protective gloves or
dust masks?), and in what
quantities (by the tube or the 45
gallon barrelful).
We have to decide whether
any specific training is required;
and we must ensure that, if there
is a risk, safety precautions are in
place to counteract that risk.
We have to ensure that all
control measures, whether it be
procedures or equipment such as
local exhaust ventilation plant,
are working properly.
Then there's the question of
storage.
"Even before the regulations
came in we had identified a need
for greater control of potential
spillages." John told us.
"We have now created two
dedicated storage areas, each of
which has its own catchment pit,
so if a drum spills, the liquid goes
into a gulley and then into a sump
which is checked weekly.
"Secondly, special trays have
been introduced for transporting
and storing the drums on the shop
floor so there is no likelihood of
spillage.
"We have also introduced a
chemical spillage procedure so,
should an accident occur, we can
correct the situation before any
real damage or pollution results."
An important introduction is
the requirement for employers to
assess the potential risks to health
in any new activities, or changes
in existing activities.
It all sounds very complicated.
However, "we have always been

in the forefront when it comes to
careful use of chemicals, and we
have the organisation in place to
incorporate these new
requirements," John told us.
"Our approach to COSHH has
been to tighten up our methods,
and we have created a new
procedure on classification,
storage and use, formalising the
good working practices we have
followed but perhaps not always
documented.
"This approach has been
approved by the factory
inspector."
In order to improve everyone's
awareness about hazardous
substances and the new
regulations, a training package
has been introduced for showing

to all employees.
This consists firstly of
overhead slides which take them
through the principles of COSHH
and show how Mitcheldean plant
is complying with requirements.
Supplementing this are two
videos — 'What's it all about?'
(which covers everything from
identifying warning symbols to
control measures to workers'
responsibilities), and 'What
everyone should know about
toxicology" (the study of how
different materials affect the
human body and how they gain
entry whether by inhalation,
ingestion or absorption through
the skin).
With so many chemical
products around today —

domestic bleaches, adhesives,
paints, rodent controls, degreasers, medicinal items — we
need to be extra careful about
their handling, use and storage
both at work and in the home
(which is where the majority of
accidents occur).
We have all heard of tragic
cases where, for example, a child
has been rushed to hospital after
drinking weed-killer from an old
lemonade bottle.
At the end of the day it
depends on each and every one
of us to follow the instructions
whether on the label, or laid
down as company working
practices.
How about that for a New
Year's resolution?

Upwardly mobile managers

LONG BEFORE the health
awareness displays encouraging
people to take sensible exercise
appeared on site, materials
managers were on the move.
HOW OFTEN do you see a group
of Rank Xerox managers walking
in the same direction? Not often?
Then read on.
Of the materials managers in
building 6, some often walk,
others rarely do so. Mike
Stevenson is one of the former,
I'm one of the latter.
When Mike first talked about
doing a hill walk, it was
sufficiently in the future for me
and others to agree, and to
imagine it might not happen.
Les Kilmister went as far as to
fall off his garage, just in case the
walk took place.
And it did (though some came
along solely under peer pressure
and unwilling to ri.sk the garage!).
At the close of work one
Thursday in July a group of us all
headed for the toilet, to the
surprise of many in the office
(was this a new sunset meeting?).
Our purpose was to change
into more suitable clothes for a
five-mile hike up the Cat's Back
in the Black Mountains, Brecon.

At the peak of their achievement are (from left) Oily Evans. Chris Reed. Mike
Wilding.Gerald Cooke. Mike Stevenson (a periscope is not an essential piece
of hill walking equipment, by the way), Dave Sanderson. Peter Street and
Fred Bach. And Sid Palmer? Behind the camera, of course.

We arrived together at the foot
of the mountain, all save Sid
Palmer who was five minutes
behind.
Should we wait for Sid? Those
in the know said no, and they
were right. We set out for the
summit — and Mountain Goat
Sid, as he became known, caught
us up and overtook many,
clutching his Tesco bag of
provisions.
Half-way through the walk we
stopped to admire the scenery, the
only sound coming from the
shepherd on horseback with two
dogs, rounding up his sheep.
This wasn't the language of
'one man and his dog', however.
Perhaps it was a forgotten Welsh
tongue, or maybe it was just
Anglo-Saxon.
Peter Street, particularly, was
glad to stop. He hadn't
mentioned it earlier but he has a
fear of heights — which is tough
on a tall man.
Some of the party took it all
very seriously and came equipped
with coffee. Mars Bars,

sandwiches and even oatcake;
others shared the provisions the
rest had carried.
To experienced walkers Fred
Bach, Sid and Mike, it came as a
bit of a surprise that some of us
made it — and we all did, if a
little weary afterwards.
We then set off for a bar
recommended by one of our
number for its good food, only to
find that it was the chef's night
off.
On then to Monmouth and an
Indian restaurant where a couple,
enjoying a quiet evening until we
arrived, kindly vacated their large
table to let us eat a hearty meal.
We've been on other walks
since; Fred and David Sanderson
have each organised one. Come
the spring, we start again, and
first on the agenda is Keith
Wilding's 'Severn at low tide and
search for fossils' walk.
It's sufficiendy in the future
for us to agree, and this time I
hope it happens.

Gerald Cooke

Conservation
cuts tiie
current
costs

ENERGY CONSERVATION is a
burning issue today.
To reduce global warming —
the greenhouse effect — we need
to reduce the burning of fossil
fuels. An obvious way to achieve
this is through increasing energy
efficiency and avoiding energy
waste.
This has the happy effect of
reducing costs, both at work and
at home.
Works engineering department
have taken steps in the past to do
this by insulating buildings,
installing the Delta 1000
computerised energy management
system, and other measures.
"But a look at our spend on
energy over the past ten years
revealed that costs have not
decreased in line with the number
of users," said Ferruccio
Marangon, manager,
maintenance, energy and the
MEWS.
These findings led to the
setting up in May last year of the
Energy Reduction QIP project
which was selected for
presentation at the October ORM.
The basically works
engineering team consisted of
Julian Shufflebotham, building
services engineer, maintenance
section managers John Lewis,
Phil Townsend and Roy Harrison,
electronics engineer Colin
McHugh, and Terry Davis,
electrical engineer (now retired).
In line with the corporate drive
to reduce overheads, they
established a target of a 15 per
cent reduction in total utilities
spend, to be maintained for at
least five years with the first
phase commencing this
November.
A detailed energy survey
showed that electricity
consumption was the area that
offered the greatest potential
savings. Said Ferruccio, "We
assumed that with privatisation
around the comer, costs would
rise so we allowed an increase in
prices above the inflation rate.
"When we broke down the
consumption profile, we found
that 70 per cent was on the
production process side, with 28
per cent in lighting and the other
2 per cent in space heating".
The process side, though
offering massive potential
savings, also required major
investment and considerable
preparatory work.

With the approach of winter
and higher energy consumption,
the team wanted to get some
action started straight away.
"The fact that 50 per cent of
the funding for the survey was
provided by the Energy
Efficiency Office helped us to
concentrate on expenditure at the
front end," said Ferruccio.
Of the areas contributing to
high electricity costs, lighting
(inefficient fittings, lights left on
when not required, levels too
high) and people (awareness,
monitoring and targeting, etc.)
emerged as prime candidates for
attention.
The team did a benchmarking
exercise of external companies to
see what they had done in this
direction.
Increased light, less energy
Among the numerous potential
solutions was the fitting of high
efficiency reflectors. "We were
more than a bit doubtful about the
claims made for these reflectors,
however, so we decided to test
them for ourselves," said
Ferruccio.
Trials were carried out in test
areas in buildings 5 (adjacent to
works engineering) and office
areas 6/2 and 7/2, with the
assistance of Chris Reed (SQA)
and Mike Bellamy (purchasing).
In the office areas the team
were surprised to find that the
reflectors did indeed give a 1 to
20 per cent increase in light
output with a 50 per cent
reduction in energy.
They are now being evaluated
in building 6/2 and will possibly
be extended to other areas.
In building 5 the reflectors
were less successful and it was
decided to concentrate efforts on
office-type environments.
Another cost-cutting solution
puts the control in the hands of
the users with domestic-type
switches replaced by remote
controllers.
Like TV channel changers,
these 'zappers', which are issued
to specific staff, can be directed at
infra-red detectors placed high on
the walls to switch on the lights
when needed in individual bays
(the over-seeing control system
only switches lights off).
Then there are acoustic
controls. Triggered off by sound,
they are being tried out in offices
and conference rooms. There's a

20-minute time span, by the way,
so unless prolonged meditation is
on the agenda, no meeting is
going to be plunged in darkness
because there was a pause for
thought!
Building 4 now has a
completely automated ultra-sonic
lighting scheme which is
presence-triggered.
Acoustic controls are also
being extended to stairwells,
corridors and toilets. In men's
toilets there are dual-purpose
controls which both switch off the
lighting and stop the supply of
water discharging when the place
is empty.
Running water is another
service which can run away with
money. In one instance it was
positively rushing.
During the survey a serious
over-spend on water was
discovered — we were running
16 to 18 cubic metres of water per
hour. (I cu.metre equals 250
gallons of water). "It shook us,"
admitted Ferruccio.
Investigations involving the
Water Board revealed that there
was a huge leak in the pipes and
water was simply flowing into the
main drain.
Since we pay for water coming
in and going out, this represented
a drain on the budget too, and
prompt action had to be taken to
stop the waste.
Back to electricity — in order
to throw more light on the reasons
why consumption goes up and
down, use is being made of a
computerised monitoring and
targeting (M&T) system.
A reduction target is calculated
with the user area and
consumption is tracked by means
of weekly meter readings. This
data is fed into a PC, which
compares the readings against the
target set and re-calculates a new
target.
Employee involvement is

another 'tool' which can bring
significant benefits. To ensure
everyone has an understanding of
what is being done and why, the
team are putting together an
awareness package for section
managers who will be passing on
the 'save it' message to their staff
The response so far has been
encouraging.
Switch it off
Switching off a single copier,
or a fan, when it's not needed may
not seem much of an economy,
but the cumulative effect can be
considerable.
Said Ferruccio, "If we are
really serious about energy
conservation, we need to get into
the 'switch it off habit. It makes
sense on an individual, company
and society level".
A major element in the second
phase of the Energy Reduction
project will be using our stand-by
generators to generate either baseload electricity, or energy for a
peak-lopping exercise so that we
reduce maximum demand
charges. Waste heat from
generators could also be recycled
for warm air or hot water supply.
Other potential schemes for
reducing consumption include
modifying the boilers; some work
has been done and the next task is
to pre-heat combustion air which,
it is estimated, would enable a 5
per cent reduction in costs.
Again, electricity-powered
ovens in the fuser roll area are
expensive to run and alternative
process methods are being
considered.
The total project is due to be
completed by December 1990 and
it is now 15 per cent complete.
It was originally estimated that
return on investment would be
within two years, but results so
far indicate that this target will be
reached in something over half
that time.

Two bewitching creatures (catering staff Josie Thomas and Sara Bullock)
drew attention to the Hallowe'en 'specials' in the Court Restaurant - witches
brew (beef stew), toads in a cave (toad in the hole), bat pasties (vegetarian
pasties shaped like bats) plus Transylvanian pudding (black cherries and
sponge) with plasma (vanilla) sauce. The 1271b. pumpkin was one of nvo
exhibited by the RX Gardening Association - raised, no doubt, by means of
muck and magic!

We build a 'free field site' for
Interference
tests

ANYONE PENETRATING to the
far comer of the site between
ridge bid. 13 and the line of
poplars which screen it from
Barton Hill, may be intrigued by
the recent appearance of two new
cabins and a white mast.
They are essential for the radio
frequency interference tests our
machines have to undergo to
obtain product safety clearance
under international legislation.
Tests for conductive emissions
(electronic noise that goes down
the cable) are carried out in our
RFI chamber in bid. 6/1.
Radiated emissions (noise that
escapes into the atmosphere and
can affect anything from
computers to aircraft
transmissions to TV reception)
call for 'free field site' tests.
This year a new EME (electro
magnetic emissions) standard for
Europe and many other parts of
the world has been introduced,
and will be enforced by an EEC
directive in 1990. It's called
CISPR22.
Our previous free field site did
not comply with the CISPR22
requirements and, admittedly, it
had considerable disadvantages.
It was a temporary area, set up
in 'A' car park and cordoned off
prior to testing to prevent car
parking.
Power cables to drive the
machine and test equipment had
to be installed and removed for
each machine brought for testing.
The erection of the aerial mast
and its connection to the receiver,
the adjusting of the aerial height,
the rotation of the machine
through 360 degrees — all had to
be done manually.
Everything depended on the
weather. It could cause the
machine under test to
malfunction. Rain could get into
the three-sided wooden shelter.
The wind could even blow the
mast down and damage it. And if
conditions were too bad, tests had
to be abandoned.
With the introduction of
C1SPR22, we were faced with
either shipping our machines to
the Venray facility, using an
approved agency, or acquiring our
own approved site.
To tackle the problem, Pete
Jennings formed a QIP team
consisting of RFI engineers Mike
Peters (who later took over
project leadership) and Derek
Hewer, Mike Selwyn (product
safety), Kevin James (electronic
workshop) and Mike Wilkinson,
Colin McHugh and Terry Davis
(works engineering).

Derek Hewer connects the co-axial
cable which carries signals picked up
by the aerial to the receiver On the
right is product safety manager Mike
Selwyn.

Above right: The aerial is graded in

10 cms to a height of 4 metres; these
gradations are used as reference
points for future measurements on the
same product.
Right: Remote control boxes are used
to position the aerial, and to rotate
the machine under test in the nearby
EUT shelter Beneath the control box
which Mike Peters is operating is the
30-1,000 MHz receiver

Peter (now manager,
manufacturing & refurbishing
quality) and Mike Selwyn went
across to Venray to study the
approved free field site there and
brought back some useful ideas.
Based on the team's findings,
the decision was made to set up
our own facility of professional
standard to enable routine testing
across all product ranges. Funding
was made available and WGC
and Welwyn Hall, who carry out
EME testing at Mitcheldean,
made a significant contribution to
the cost.
Two fibreglass shelters were
required — one for personnel
and test equipment, another for
the equipment under test (EUT)
— plus a permanently fixed
aerial mast.
Before the EUT shelter could
be erected, a circular pit one
metre deep and Tk metres in
diameter had to be dug to take the
mechanism for the turntable.
A concrete area between the
shelter and the aerial mast was
laid with a surface of epoxy resin
incorporating a wire mesh ground
plane, thus providing the flat,
earthed surface necessary to
ensure accurate measurements.

The epoxy resin gives a strong,
non-slip, weather-resistant surface
— one idea borrowed from
Venray.
The turntable and the mast are
connected by underground cables
to controls in the personnel
shelter. Here the test engineer can
rotate the machine under test,
either clockwise or anticlockwise, and can adjust the
height of the aerial being used —
all by remote control.
When he presses a button, the
machine goes through its cycle,
the aerial picks up the noises
emitted as it goes through the
frequencies and the test
equipment shows whether the set
limits are being exceeded.
The cabin is insulated and
there's a heater for chilly days; a
'phone is installed and a 'sole
working device' in the form of a
bleeper is being provided.
Finally, to prevent vehicles
parking or backing accidentally
on to the site and so causing
damage to the ground plane, a
barrier of wooden bollards has
been set up.
After being calibrated by
product safety manager Mike
Selwyn, the new facility became

operational this autumn in good
time before the wintry weather.
It's working well, and the fact
that all the equipment and
machines being tested can now be
left locked in the shelters at the
end of the day is proving a real
time-saver.
The joint testing site will be
available to all RX functions on a
pre-booking basis and it is hoped
to get it NAMAS registered so
that it can also be used for third
party work.

Any

news

for'

If you ha ve, then please —
mail it to me in bid. 6/2,
or leave it at any gatehouse for
collection by me,
or post it to me at Tree Tops,
Plump Hill, Mitcheldean GL17
OEU.
or ring me — ext.566 or Dean
542415.

Myrtle Fowler, editor

Highlights of the Vendor

THE DECISION-MAKERS of
some 100 suppliers from Westem
Europe, the USA and the Far East
were welcomed by materials
manager Kevin Horrobimo
Hatherley Manor Hotel,
Gloucester, on 20 September, for
Mitcheldean's 1989 Vendor Fair.
The highlight — and the major
objective — was to show how we
are going to move the site into the
21st century with our new
manufacturing initiative —
Mitcheldean 2000.
Staged by the materials
function, this was the fifth such
event Mitcheldean has organised.
The Fairs were started as a
way of keeping suppliers in touch
with technical developments on
the various new build
programmes.
Last year's event was
dedicated to the launch of the
5046 machine. This year it was a
case of strategies rather than
products.
Time was made, however, to
bring vendors up to date on
current build programmes —
including the 5046 at both
Webster and Mitcheldean — and
to consider business problems and
opportunities in relation to quality
and cost.
The presentations occupied the
morning, and two-way
communication commenced after
lunch with workshops on JIT and
EDI — run on Leadership
Through Quality lines — and
Help Desks.
Programme Status
Information on the status of
Mitcheldean programmes was
presented by Brian Buckland
who, as new build assembly
manager, is the internal customer
of the materials function.
After a successful production
start, the 5012/5014 was proving
itself to be an excellent and stable
product, and the 5046 was
receiving good customer
feedback, he said.
Both these programmes were
showing improvements in
component quality and delivery,
and machine performance.
The major challenges in 1990
would be managing the
consequence of programme
change, and agreement and
implementation of new materials
strategies.
The 5046 build plan, reported
Ric Gonzalez, product
procurement manager, Webster,
was steady at 90 units daily
through 1990, and significant
improvements were planned for
that year in product quality
performance ("Parts quality is the
key and each of you as suppliers
6 must help").

Fair

Kevin Horrobin summarises the Mitcheldean 2000 project.

Dave Sanderson talks with Ron
Chalkley, managing director of
Cavall.'

Underlining the value of these
get-togethers with suppliers,
purchasing manager Dave
Sanderson detailed a whole list of
actions that had resulted from the
previous Vendor Fair. He also
summarised changes to the
supplier delivery schedule and
'outlook' improvements.
Quality
The theme adopted by MQA
manager Brian Reeves for his
presentation was 'quality through
prevention of failure'.
He was happy to report that
supplier parts per million had
improved significantly and there
had been a major improvement in
the quality of packaging since
1988.
But he warned that volume
changes might affect production
routines and create a risk to the
parts quality.
"We want suppliers to
minimise the impact of volume
changes by close attention to
process qualification. Good
process qualification is the key to
good parts quality and it is a
requirement that suppliers
manage the process.
"We have put more emphasis
on continuous supplier
involvement within the plant and
on data and problem analysis to
show the way to improvement.
"Currently we are in the mode
of part certification via process
control. In the 1990s we want to

From left: Mike Stevenson and Keith
Emery (CCM) pictured during the
coffee break with a contingent from
Cooksons.

get suppliers to achieve 'certified
supplier' status via total quality,
which is the key requirement to
support future strategies".
As a prerequisite for total
quality and JIT manufacturing,
we must have an incoming vendor
quality of 125 ppm or below in
1990.
Cost
In his presentation on cost,
Peter Street, new build
procurement manager,
emphasised that for both Rank
Xerox and the suppliers to
succeed "We need year-on-year
cost reductions with increased
productivity offsetting material
increases.
"Least cost freight methods are
being used and recourse to
emergency methods will result in
recharges to the supplier.
"There is now control at the
point of receipt and if parts arrive
early, we won't be taking them in;
if there are too many, we will only
take what has been ordered".
Many suppliers wanted
improved invoice payment but the
way to achieve this, he said, was
to attend to the 'quality of the
paperwork", as something more
than 5 per cent of invoices
received needed further
investigation due to incorrect
supplier information.

Mitcheld
AS BOTH materials manager
and leader of the Mitcheldean
2000 project, Kevin Horrobin
revealed to the audience details of
the plans the company had
embarked on to make it
internationally competitive in the
'90s.
Reflecting Mitcheldean's total
commitment to the Just in Time
manufacturing concepts,
Mitcheldean 2000 would, he said,
"develop the plant into a facility
capable of providing our
customers with products and
services which achieved, or
improved upon, world-class and
benchmark quality, cost and
delivery standards".
Quality, flow and
employee/supplier involvement
were the pillars on which it would
be built.
The project presented
Mitcheldean with a mammoth
task, as became evident when he

At the sheet metal Help Desk (from left)
Gordon Grey and Garry Greenwood with
representatives of Inaif a and Veron and
(far right) Steve Barnes from Venray.

Above: Manuela Gruber from Wilden with Dave Morris
and Frank Powell at the accounts payable Help Desk.
Left: Gerald Cooke and Alan Bridges talk with freight
forwarding agent Ruth Snowdon.

It would feature continuous
material flow ("and the velocity
of that flow is all important" he
added), with smooth inflow of
purchased parts, a 'pull' system
driven by consumption instead of
schedules, and zero work-inprogress storage.
The first stage would be to
install a pilot 'showcase' facility
in building 1 for 5012/5014
production. A fully opjerational
focussed factory was envisaged
described what had to be done
by the end of 1992 with the
and how, and the way in which
achievement of the 'model plant'
suppliers would be involved.
by 1993.
Developing in stages over the
next four years, Mitcheldean 2000
Just in Time would be an
called for no less than 218
integral part of the showcase
facility and this would have a
strategic initiatives concerning
major impact on vendors with the
cost, quality and delivery within
requirement for more frequent
new build, refurbishing and
deliveries of materials in reduced
manufacturing operations,
quantities and the development of
manufacturing technology and
local suppliers.
systems, and materials
"By 1992 we expect to have
management.
reached 15 days of supply with 80
There would need to be a
per cent of the value of material
change in the usage of buildings
on site, and a new build 'focussed in JIT mode".
Other important approaches
factory' would be created in the
present building 1 with co-located included the introduction of
automated materials handling,
offices.
barcoding and EDI (electronic
This facility for business
data exchange).
systems product manufacture
would minimise overall
Said Kevin: "What we aim to
productivity and quality while
do is to minimise inventory whilst
minimising throughput time,
developing flexible assembly
eliminating waste and reducing
systems, shortening delivery to
resource requirements.
the work station and introducing

ian

2000

Kevin Horrohin and Brian Buckland
welcome Matsumoto-San. sales &
marketing director of Fuji-Photo.

During a break for refreshments Jeff Beavan (left) discusses matters
with Tom Mullen. UK marketing executive, and Lena Shaw. QA
manager. ofMarpac International.

automated product movement".
The benefits of all this
investment of time, energy and
funding would prove to be wideranging.
Mitcheldean 2000 would bring
about improvements in
productivity, quality, process
control, elimination of waste,
better communication and flow
with reductions in complexity,
lead time, inventory and cost.
He was pleased to say that
total commitment had been
obtained from management and
employees, a steering committee
had been formed, and the project
had got off to a good start. "The
response so far has been very
encouraging," he reported.
Just in Time
"The aim is to keep an
absolute minimum of the cost of
material acquisition with high
value parts from European
suppliers" said JIT project leader
Peter Street in his presentation.
Minimum planned inventory
and parts delivered direct to the
point of use were the criteria.
Our customer requirements for
1990, he said, would include at
least twice weekly deliveries,
minimum in-transit variability,
maximum three-day stock at
Mitcheldean, and a 'pull' process
from the supplier — none of
which would be possible without
100 per cent supplier performance
on delivery and quality of both

parts and paperwork.
A trial process on packaging
materials had commenced a year
ago, with very successful results.
More recently, 20 European
suppliers of high value parts —
ten of them in the UK — had
been selected for participation in
our JIT delivery plans.
Electronic data interchange
"The electronic exchange of
documents in a computerised
format is becoming an essential
requirement in today's business
environment," said Mike
Stevenson, manager, commodity
planning and administration, who
is leading the EDI project.
It offers the most costeffective, timely and error-free
method of communicating such
information, as he demonstrated
in his presentation.
Rank Xerox is currently
interested in the exchange of
purchase orders and
acknowledgments, advice notes,
invoices and supplier outlooks
with a view to eliminating hard
copies, he said.
A pilot operation with a
supplier already using EDI was
planned to start soon, with the
first wave of EDI suppliers being
established in the eariy part of
1990.
The aim is to 'sign up' all high
transaction suppliers to engage in
EDI by the end of that year
Continued overleaf

Working with suppliers

on

JIT/EDI
Mike Stevenson opens the EDI
workshop: seen left is Dave Mahar
(MIS).

Peter Street starts the JIT project off;
seated left is stores & production
control manager Mike Bendall.

DURING THE afternoon, two
workshops were organised — on
JIT and EDI — for selected
suppliers to attend.
At the JIT workshop, which
was also the first meeting of the
JIT project, much time was spent
testing understanding on
suppliers' customer
specifications. "All in all, it was a

very lively, constructive session,"
said Peter.
"My final impression was that
about one third of the group were
ready to implement JIT through
initiatives they had already taken;
others will need a lot of time
spent with them".
The objective of the EDI
workshop, which was attended by

Once-a-year
HELP DESKS covering a wide
range of topics proved very
popular with Rank Xerox and
supplier representatives alike.
About 150 specific points were
noted and those not closed-out on
the spot are being followed
through and individually
answered to the supplier by a set
date.
There were only ten problems
raised at the 'quality' desk,
compared with about 40 last year,
a fact which reflected the hard
effort put in by SQA engineers in
the field. "Many said they felt the
level of communication had
improved over the past 12
months," said Chris Reed, who
with Les Kilmister, Jeff Beavan
and Frans Lobbe of Venray
attended to vendors'
requirements.
Some of the busiest Help
Desks were those run by
commodity managers for
electrical, plastic and sheet metal
commodities.
Bob Liddington (electrical)
had ten companies turn up with
topics they wanted to discuss,
most of which involved talking to
PDT and CCM people, and Tony
Cudok (plastics) had a similar
story to tell.
Garry Greenwood, newly
appointed to manage mechanical
commodities, had joined us from
Texas Instruments just two days
earlier, and he sat alongside
Gordon Grey at the sheet metal

17 suppliers, was to establish
what their expectations were.
Said Mike Stevenson, "We
exchanged ideas, discussed
various options and talked about
software and hardware on a basic
level".
A series of one-to-one
interviews has been planned to
talk about EDI implementation in

opportunity

desk "more as an observer", he
said. "It gave me a wonderful
opportunity to meet suppliers and
get up to date with activities."
On the general freight
forwarding/packaging front most
of the activities were related to
transport or packaging. "And the
fact that we had a total of only
eight enquiries tells me we don't
have too much wrong," said
Gerald Cooke (purchasing
manager, site services) who,
together with Alan Bridges
(supply) manned this desk.
Ric Gonzalez and Phil Greco
from Xerox were also kept busy
responding to queries concerning
delivery of materials to Webster.
About 21 companies wanted
assistance at the invoice queries
desk run by Dave Morris
(accounts payable). "It was good
to have Frank Powell as a guest
from Welwyn; he helped in
dealing with queries arising from
the consolidation of UK
accounting at Mitcheldean." said
Dave.
Future Opportunities was the
label for the Help Desk offering
assistance to those companies not
selected to attend the JIT/EDI
Workshops who would be
interested in participating in
either project.
John Court (now assigned to
M2000 project) and purchasing
colleague John Rawsthome
identified some eight companies
who wanted to get involved in

JIT; as for EDI, just about
everybody wanted to be in on it.
A word of thanks
A summary of what had been
achieved at the Workshops and
Help Desks concluded the
programme. Kevin Horrobin
thanked the suppliers for
attending along with his copresenters, CCM colleagues and
all other company p>ersonnel who
contributed to the Fair.
He had a special word of
thanks for the organising
committee. The success of such
an event, with some 300 people
attending, rested not only on the
day's programme, but also on the
'behind the scenes' organisation.
Responsibility for this was
placed in the hands of a youthful

more detail. An information pack
has gone to vendors and an
infrastructure to help with
cascading information to
suppliers' suppliers is being made
available.
(At the time of going to press a
contract had been signed with the
network carrier — a significant
step forward).

team led by former RX apprentice
Ian Smith (purchasing). Tackling
it as a QIP project, the team put in
a lot of work, giving up their own
free time to ensure all went
smoothly.
Andrew Portlock (works
engineering) carried out the
'public address' arrangements,
and a display of photographic
portraits helped visitors identify
personnel involved in the day's
programme.
The Vendor Fair provides a
once-a-year oppwrtunity to enable
all our vendors to receive the
same message, and to enable oneto-one discussions on mutual
business issues.
The Mitcheldean materials
team felt the event to be a great
success, particularly in view of
the follow-up opportunities and
the favourable feedback from
suppliers.

The (nganising committee —from left. Nicky Tm-rr
Bohn. Samantha Boulton. Ian Smith and Janer;

K rhx Upton. Jochen

Kevin reflects

Last October materials manager
Kevin Horrobin, a member of
Mitcheldean Operations
Committee, reached his 25th year
with the company. Here Kevin
looks back over his time with us,
and forward to the challenges of
the 1990s.

THE 7th September 1964, a time
when hemlines were rising on
everything except the apprentice
overall — it swept the floor as we
toured the factory on our first day
as Mitcheldean employees.
The first day was a long one,
and by the end of it a few doubts
were emerging as to whether this
was really what I had in mind for
a career.
The overall shortened,
becoming a little less conspicuous
by the day, and the doubts began
to fade with the whiteness of the
garment.
There followed five years as
an apprentice, and a mixture of
training school and factory
experience blended with further
education and a slice of
discipline.
Discipline came in many
differing forms, from that
necessary within a machine shop
environment, through the control
of company property (no one was
allowed to leave the training
school at the end of each day until
all machines had been cleaned
and every spanner, Allen key and
oil can was back in its pre-defined
location), to discipline of a more
individual nature, such as no
smoking in the training school
and no long hair — the latter
occasioning many "counselling

Kevin Horrohin at the Vendor Fair

sessions' before an acceptable
standard was jointly achieved.
The transition from the
apprentice scheme to a job within
the plant was progressive and in
most cases commenced early in
the final year. In my case,
however, this began a little earlier
when, more by accident than
design, 1 found myself running an
assembly section. This in tum led
to an assembly supervisor's role
within the then newly created
4000 department.
I stayed with this mid-volume
product family throughout most
of the 1970s, and during that time
I was also given the opportunity
to manage the build of the
RXIOOO. Not a 10 Series product
years ahead of its time, but rather
the 914 dressed up with a few
modifications and new livery for
the Russian market —

More 25-year
IN THAT group of young men
who commenced their
apprenticeships along with Kevin
on 7 September, 1964, were several
others who have stayed the course
for 25 years —possibly the largest
group taken on at any one time to
have done so.
"RIGHT IS near enough, and near
enough is not good enough" was
one of the memorable sayings of the
late Len Hart when he ruled over
the apprentice training school.
That maxim is still considered a
sound one by Brian Reeves, who,
having just taken up the newly
created post of manager, quality
assurance, says; "One of my tasks is
to get statistical process control and
process qualification fully into
place at Mitcheldean."
With a brand new HND under
his belt, Brian started his career as a
sub-system engineer in design and

on his

career

Mitcheldean enterprise at work.
It was whilst managing this
product that I also came across
'Forest enterprise' at work. A tour
of the department on Christmas
Eve to convey seasonal greetings
highlighted a manning problem
on one station, and this, along
with a shortage of optics, had
closed the line.
The optic test fixture, housed
in a large black curtained tent,
seemed the obvious place to
investigate the reason for the
shortage. Upon opening the
curtains, it provided both answers
— 1 had found my missing
operator and, whilst we were still
short of optics, there was no
shortage of feathers.
They were all over the place,
and four large turkeys hung, oven
ready, from the roof of the optic
tent! Having exchanged the
necessary seasonal pleasantries, I
moved on.
Moving on, in fact, involved
taking a year away from assembly
life to co-ordinate the annual
physical inventory. It was in its
second year and 1 was able to
follow a well trodden path.
Fortunately for Mitcheldean,
physical inventories are almost a
'thing of the past'.
My next job was to become an
important part of my past, for as
the Lydney plant manager I
enjoyed one of the most
challenging, rewarding and
exciting jobs. A job full of
opportunity for personal
development and learning — so
much so that today I still rely very
heavily upon much of the
experience and learning gained in

that environment.
At Lydney 1 came across 'total
quality' for the first time when 1
learnt the lesson, from my then
American boss, that to be on
target for delivery and quality was
insufficient, if in doing so 1 had
failed to recognise that "the grass
needed cutting and the flowerbeds were full of weeds'.
Total quality is both a culture
and an attitude. Simply put, if we
are to compete with 'the best',
then it's vital to manage the small
things with as much vigour and
energy as we exert today on
product quality and output.
After Lydney 1 moved back to
Mitcheldean in the 1980s to run
the CBA family, and thereafter 'P
products' in building 32 (now
building 4), before being
appointed to the MOC team in
September 1983 as assembly
operations manager.
Today, I'm materials manager
and also responsible for the new
programmes entering the site
along with the M2000 project.
Three roles that blend so naturally
together — but for each one it
will take teamwork to deliver a
total quality result.
And from experience gained in
managing a local rugby side. 1
know the reverse is also true, in
that it requires quality results to
deliver the best teamwork.
At Mitcheldeam we have a
team capable of delivering superb
results and 1 am confident that, as
we roll out communication and
commence implementation of the
project in forthcoming weeks, we
shall demonstrate this teamwork
and deliver total quality results.

awards

from 197.3 to 1979 was involved
with the 9000 family.
Assignment to the resident team
at Webster ("There were over 100
out there then") brought his
marriage date forward — he wed
Jan a few days before leaving and
their eldest daughter was bom in the
USA. so she has dual nationality.
On his retum Brian became a
section leader working on the 95(K)
upgrade to meet new competition
from Kodak. He went back to the
States for two years at the end of
the decade and, while there,
transferred to technical programme
management on the 3300
programme.
Back in England again, he
worked on the co-ordination of
translations for the 8300 visual
display before switching to low
volume copiers.
When the design function
merged with production

Brian Reeves and right
Keith Bradley
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engineering, Brian became
manager, materials quality
assurance.
The demands of his latest job
leave him linle time to pursue his
hobby of participating in motor
sports at club level. But he does the
occasional car trials and is
rebuilding a Cooper 'S', a faster
version of the Mini, while
maintaining a Mini Moke and a
Morris 1000.
With three daughters aged six,
eight and ten, education has become
another interest, and as a governor
at Woolaston Junior School he is
"working to understand the changes
in local management of schools and
in particular the national
curriculum".

Keith Bradley, who has
succeeded Brian as MQA manager,
views his new job as "an exciting
challenge, particularly in view of
the JIT development".
Prior to this appointment he
spent two and a half years as
manufacturing engineering manager
for small copiers, the final year of
which included programme
management responsibility for the
5012/5014. Before that, in 1987, he
led the project for the bid. 3
production facility, "my first job
associated with manufacturing
operations".
He had taken up a post in design
engineering on completing his
apprenticeship and he spent 16
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years in that environment,
progressing to be a section leader,
project manager for xerographic
materials and, finally, design
manager for low volume products.
While an engineer he was, like
Brian, primarily concemed with the
9000 family and he did a two-year
secondment to the States in the
early '70s.
Keith was a joint leader on the
9500 copy quality upgrade project
which he singles out as the
highlight of his time in engineering.
"In copy quality terms, this upgrade
put our products in the offset
lithographic class for the first time."
Buckingham Palace was the first
UK customer for the upgrade kit
and he spent two days in the print
room there doing the conversion.
The same project led to a twoweek trip with others to Bulgaria to
train East European sales
representatives.
Keith much appreciates the
opportunity he has had to travel —
throughout Westem Europe and
Scandinavia, to Japan and on
numerous occasions to the USA.
His new post has again brought
him in contact with people from all
over the world — at his first MQA
council meeting and workshop in
Venray.
Keith and his wife Hilary have
four youngsters ranging from 6 to
12 years.
Despite business and family
commitments, he finds time to be
chairman ofWorrall Hill EC. He
also plays squash and tennis, and
he's just taken up golf, too.

Having completed a mechanical
technician's course, Richard
Cooke gained five years'
experience in the tool room before
settling on a career in PED.
He worked on optics for CBA
machines until 1984, when he was
among the first of the Mitcheldean
5046 team to go to the Welwyn
pilot plant. He retumed in 1987, but
some 18 months later was back at
Welwyn working on a follow-up
product.
Richard has proved a longserver, too, in other activities,
whether it be the works fire brigade
(he was a member for 15 years) or
one of the sports he is dedicated to.
He has played skittles for the
RX 'B' team for four years and the
'Y Cyders' for 18 years. Currently
their treasurer, he was pleased to
tell us "They've just won the Forest
of Dean men's skittles league —
again!".
Richard has played football even
longer for Ruardean Hill FC — 27
years; formerly their secretary, he is
now both treasurer and president.
He has also been a member of
Ross-on-Wye bowling club for the
past ten years. "I play skittles on
Fridays, and on Saturdays it's bowls
in the summer and football in
winter I've also taken up squash
while at Welwyn".
Richard met his wife Annette
when she worked in Mitcheldean's
former canteen. Their elder
daughter Karen is doing 'A levels
at the Forest of Dean College while
the younger, Joanne, is a pupil at
10 Dene Magna School.

Antned with HNDs, Mike Read
and Bill Hail took up jobs in
manufacturing engineering
electronics and have made their
careers in that discipline.
Mike later did a NEBSS course
and upgraded this to a diploma in
engineering management (DEM).
We recall reporting in 'Vision' in
1978 that he had won the top
national award, the Mathieson
trophy, and a £50 prize.
Early in 1980 Bill expanded his
horizons with a trip to the USA,
along with Les Kilmister and
others, in connection with the 3300
model.
Today, Mike and Bill are part of
the team of electronic tool design
engineers in the electronic
workshop who provide and support
the electronic test equipment used
on the production lines, not only at
Mitcheldean but also at Welwyn,
Webster and for EEO licensing
projects.
Their work involves obtaining
quotations and placing orders ("We
do a good deal of vendor visiting").
In addition, they develop existing
tooling and locate and correct faults
in both hardware and software.
Mike is mainly concemed with
Mitcheldean requirements; Bill is
currently involved with tooling for
the 5046 print cartridge at Welwyn
and the 4030 desk-top laser printer.
Both men sport moustaches —
Mike's is a finely sculpted one
while Bill has a luxuriant growth
and the finest side whiskers on site!
Bill met his wife Jackie at the
plant (she worked latterly in central
records). Their 16-year-old son
Robert came to us for work
experience last year and is now
doing a BTec course. Daughter
Rachael (12) belongs to the Forest
Sword Club and has won several
awards while Kelly, a year younger,
is musical and is a member of the
Forest Youth Theatre.
Mike and his wife Janet also
have three children — all daughters
under the age of eight. He enjoys
gardening "with limitations",
dabbles in photography, and likes to
follow nature trails and climb the
Malvem Hills. But, he says, "at
present my walking is more a case
of strolling with the children".
20

years

Richard Cooke

Mike Read

Bill Hall

From the left: Geoff
Beard and Norman
Rudge.
THERE WERE others, too, who
reached their 25-year milestone
with us in September this year.
HAVING had engineering
experience, Geoff Beard was taken
on as an inspector in 813 assembly
and he spent his 25 years with us 'in
quality'.
After being involved with both
remodelling and new build he
joined what is now known as
product quality audit. When we
spoke to him he was 'filling in' for
a colleague on the new 4030 laser
printer line and working on a
computer for the first time.
Geoff and his wife Elizabeth
have two daughters; one is married
("and I've a grandson"), the other
runs her own driving school locally.
It was through Elizabeth's love
of dancing that Geoff became a
member of the Berry Hill Old Tyme
and Modem Sequence Dancing
Club.
"Retired long-server Basil
Walker and his wife are our lead
dancers", he told us. "I am secretary
of the club so as well as dancing I
have to arrange the annual dinner
and other social events".
Geoff's other leisure-time
interest is a musical one too. He has

played the saxophone and clarinet
since a lad and was a 'big
bandsman' at one time.
Recently he was recruited into
an orchestra. This Christmas, if you
go to see the CADS pantomime
'Jack and Jill' at Coleford, you will
also see Geoff playing in the pit.
Norman Rudge started as a
capstan operator and progressed to
turning setter before becoming the
youngest foreman in the machine
shop. He was involved in the
introduction of group technology
and ran the two trial cells.
A highlight of this period was
when he went to Buckingham
Palace with long-server Tony East
and our then chairman, Hamish Orr
Ewing, in 1980 to attend a reception
for all winners of the Queen's
Award for Export & Technology.
"The Queen came over to us and we
had a friendly chat," recalls
Norman.
After 17 years in manufacturing
he transferred to assembly and
joined the 2300 copier team at
Lydney plant. After returning to
base with the follow-on product, he
went into bid. 4 as a stand-in
foreman and worked on numerous

A group of recent 20-year award people — (from left) Chris Reed (SQA). Mike Harper (materials). Fred Meek
(refurbishing). Pete Walby (PED). Pete Hughes (PED), Gordon Cruickshank (control), John Martin (ROS). Missing from
our picture is Terence Tate (refurbishing).

Don Meek lets the
brakes off

Ivan Jones

Mike Ennis

projects, becoming a section
manager
He was team leader of an awardwinning QIP project on 1020 drum
rejects, the major part of which was
moving the 1020 out of bid. 4 and
into 3/1 where the programme came
to an end.
After spending six months with
the 5046 team at Welwyn pilot
plant, Norman retumed, along with
the product, to Mitcheldean, and he
was one of the eight section
managers who gained a NEBSS
diploma last yean
He was recently appointed QA
manager for bid. 3/1 and says he is
enjoying it very much after the
"hurly burly of production work".
Norman's hobby is photography
(he concentrates on portraits); and
he enjoys visiting the Dordogne
area of France where he and his
wife Janice have bought a holiday
cottage.
We discovered Ivan Jones in
bid. 1, separating parts reclaimed
from refurbished machines into
stainless steel, electrical and other
categories.
"That way you get the best
retum on them," said Ivan, who
enjoys the variety of work in asset
recovery.
He has worked on the assembly
of many of our machines, from the
813 onwards, in new build and
refurbishing, becoming a leading
hand while in CBA assembly.
In 1981 he moved back into
refurbishing assembly — again on
CBA machines, and his only trip for
the company occurred about a year
ago when he went with a group led
by Norman Kear to sort out
customer problems with a
refurbished 9600 in Leeds.
"While there the Opco manager
took us to visit the city council
offices where they had five 9400
workhorses to cope with the masses
of paperwork".
Later this year he switched to
asset recovery, working for Carl
Joiner, whom he worked for back in
the 813 days.
Ivan and his wife Pauline have
three grown-up children — two
daughters and a son, Paul, who
works in 5046 assembly.
Football has always been Ivan's
sport. For 12 years he was a local
referee and he is still treasurer of
the Forest of Dean Referees'
Association.
A copy quality adjuster in
refurbishing assembly, Mike Ennis

Mike Hawkins

started the same day as Ivan in 813
assembly and, like him, went on to
work on succeeding models,
becoming a leading hand when in
4000 assembly.
During the early '70s he spent
two months in Venray in connection
with the 3100 machine. Then a spell
in CBA followed, until in 1982 he
joined refurbishing, where he
continued to work on the big
machines.
Mike is currently engaged on the
9700 electronic printer and the
customisation of the 9790 — he
recently attended a course at
Welwyn Hall on the multi-tray
feeder for the latter machine.
Mike's brother Harold works on
the same floor, but in 5012
assembly, his sister-in-law Barbara
is also in refurbishing, and "I've got
lots of brothers-in-law working here
too".
Mike used to ride a motorbike
and enjoyed going to Silverstone
and other circuits to watch
motorcycle races. But he doesn't
run anything on wheels these days.
His lifelong interest is tropical
fish. "1 prefer watching them to
TV," he says.
A few days after Mike and Ivan
joined us, Mike Hawkins arrived
on the 813 main line, and, like
them, he worked on most of the
subsequent models, including the
2400 and sorter, at Lydney, and the
4000 family, during which time his
father Owen, now deceased, was an
inspector there.
He never worked on CBA
machines but he did do the wiring
for them in harness assembly.
It was while assembling small
copiers in bid. 4 that Mike broke a
finger and damaged a knuckle
playing cricket for Lydney. "That
was when I caught Mike Cooper
out!" he explained. (He's also
played for Berry Hill).
A brief time doing marshalling
followed, then he retumed to the
1020 line and moved with it into
bid. 3/1; when the programme
ended, he switched to 5046
assembly where he is a setter
operator on the main line.
He used to play football for
Monmouth Town (until a toe injury
put an end to the game for him).
It was not his sporting injuries
that decided him to have a health
check last summer however
Finding himself becoming
overweight, he took advice from the
health check team and has since
dieted back to a slimmer shape
which he intends to keep.

WE REALLY can pick 'em!
Everyone would agree we have
enjoyed one of the best
summers for years, yet we
managed to arrange yet another
Golf Society day out (4 out of 4)
when it rained.
Dark, menacing clouds
greeted the 20 golfers who met
at the Worcestershire Golf Club,
Malvem, on 25 August to
decide who would raise the
Summer Cup in victory this year.
The competition is over 36
holes, the winner being the player
with the lowest two-round net
total.
Don Meek arrived at the
course with his rear nearside
brake locked on, the day being
saved by the AA. This incident
did not upset his concentration
too much as he came in with a net

Product
capture

67, a score equalled by Steve
Cooper.
However, showing a bit of the
old form (about time too) came
Dave Robinson with a net 66 —
this in spite of playing the last
two hours of the morning round in
torrential rain.
Over lunch the rain seemed to
get even heavier, which made
playing reasonable golf very
difficult indeed. Yet three players
came in with net par golf — Dave
James, Graham Beach and Jim
Ahem, all on 71.
Even better still came Don
Meek, playing really well with a
net 70 for a two-round cupwinning total of 137.
Second on the day, six shots
behind, came Graham Beach on
143 and Steve Cooper a further
shot back on 144.

engineers
tite cup

THE FINAL outing this year was Tyler (85) for a total of 162,
held at the majestic Rolls of
Fortunately, over lunch, the
Monmouth golf course on 11
rain stopped, allowing us to play a
September.
round of golf without donning the
To our surprise the weather
waterproofs. Overall the scoring
looked fair for the 29 golfers who was slightly higher than the
were playing for the
morning, with Brian Snook, Tony
Interdepartmental Cup — a pairs Murrell and Mike Hinton coming
medal competition with the
in with net 74s.
lowest combined net total over
However, there is always one
two rounds to decide the winners. who shmgs aside the difficulties,
and this time it was Mark Barnard
In keeping with recent
tradition, our captain Bill Meek who shot a magnificent 73 gross,
also put up various other prizes to net 71, off his 2 handicap, to win
the overall individual captain's
celebrate his part of the day.
Unfortunately he had injured his prize.
back and was unable to take part
The interdepartmental cup was
himself
'won' by Gordon Davis and Dave
The Rolls of Monmouth is a Robinson for PED with aftemoon
difficult enough course at the best rounds of 79 and 84 respectively
for a team total of 318, against the
of times, but the green-keeper
control team of Jim Ahem 74/80
must have heard that we like a
challenge. He must have used a and Chris Hale 90/79 for a team
safety razor on the greens to cut total of 323.
them that close, making putting
Showing true grit. Bill Meek
for most a real nightmare.
arrived for the evening dinner to
When the rain came during present the prizes and make the
late morning nobody seemed
customary thank you and end-ofsurprised (5 out of 5 for the year) season speech.
and we just got on with it.
Two other competitions have
Three players tied on the
been decided, resulting in wins
morning round — Peter Pritchard, for Don Meek, in the Round
Don Frazer and Dave Robinson Robin, and Graham Beach,
— all with net 73s, followed by collecting the Order of Merit,
Jim Ahem and Don Meek with awarded to the player with the
74s.
best five results over the year.
Leading the pairs cup at the
The result of the Rabbits
halfway stage were Gordon
competition will be included with
Davies (net 82) and Dave
the AGM report in the next issue
Robinson (73) for a total of 155 of 'Vision'.
from Dave James (77) and Dave
D.R.

RANK XEROX
Cue for photo — pool winner Paul
Matthews and (right) runner-up Jamie
Elsmore. better known for his rugby
exploits.

Brian Buckland presents the cup to Sid Grant, captain of the winning transport
team. The carriage clocks were a special teamwork award from management.

Pub Sports
a big hit

HAVING BROUGHT the Rank
Xerox Business Park
interdepartmental skittles to a fine
finish last April, Chris Warren set
about keeping up the momentum
by introducing a new dimension
to the social scene.
This was a Pub Sports
challenge knockout competition
calling for skills in skittles, darts
and pool plus a mega memory for
a quiz on sports, pop music, TV
and films, and general trivia.
Teams of up to eight players
were invited to take part, no
player being allowed to compete
in more than two of the four
activities at any one game.
The competition got off to a
good start in June with 26 teams
(over 200 people) from across the
site and they got a good deal of
fun out of taking part.
Chris, with the assistance of
Pete Griffiths, Richard Wood and
Harold Ennis, ran the darts, pool
and skittles, and Dave Lea,
himself a member of a Sports &
Social Club team entered in a
local quiz, acted as Magnus
Magnusson.
As it was a totally new type of
event, they learned as the
comjjetition progressed,
especially in the quiz.
Having asked a total of some
750 questions (30 in each game),
ranging from "How deep is the

prove

Grand Canyon?' to 'What is the
longest Roman road in Britain',
Dave said "I was amazed at
people's knowledge".
But no one was surprised
when a union team — asked,
quite by coincidence , 'What was
the year of the General Strike?'
— gave the right answer!
There were some very close
games along the way and feathers
flew when Transport Rubber
Ducks, fresh from their triumph
as winners of the earlier skittles
Darts champion Phil Harris and
runner-up Gerald Townley.
tournament, were confronted by
the Duck Killers (a rival team
from transport).
of their teamwork.
They played each other in the
Individual pool and darts
semi finals and the Rubber Ducks tournaments were run as part of
were shot down by the Killers.
the main competition and these
The latter went on to meet the
took place on the same night.
Upper Frame Monarchs (who had
Winner of the darts event was
beaten semi-finalists Refurb
Phil Harris who beat Gerald
Rejects) in the finals on 30
Townley 3:1, while Paul
September.
Matthews won the pool event by
The competition was won on
three frames to one from Jamie
the last question of the last event. Elsmore.
Getting the right answer to 'What
The prizes of a cue, and a set
was the nationality of the singer
of darts, were donated by Bass
L. R. David who had a hit in
Charrington.
1980?' (he was French) made the
It is hoped to make the Pub
Duck Killers the winners.
Sports challenge an annual affair;
MOC manager Brian
together with the
Buckland presented the prizes and interdepartmental skittles
each member of the winning team competition, which started again
received an additional prize of a
this November, it will ensure a
carriage clock, a special award
continuous round of sports and
from management in recognition social activity.

The Duck Killers and (right) Upper Frame Monarchs, the runners-up, pictured with (centre) sports master Chris Warren
iiihl (scuwdi quiz master Dave Lea.
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Camera
Club
study
some
quality
processing
THE CAMERA Club's 1989/90
season started on 18 September
with two beginners' evenings,
followed by a 'practical evening'
for photographers a week later.
On 9 October members were
given a demonstration of E6
processing — how to homeprocess colour slide film — and
Keith Moseley of Monmouth
Camera Club brought along a film
which he had taken the previous
day to develop in front of the
audience.
He took a chance — but the
slides proved to be excellent, and
it looked so easy, members were
encouraged to 'have a go'
themselves.
An audio-visual show on 23
October by Dave Lewis was
splendid and deserved a bigger
audience.
On 6 November black and
white processing was
demonstrated by committee
members Barry Ashfield, Adrian
Griffin and Terry Darrington —
which led to more water splashing
about! Once again, members were
surprised to see how easy it was.
As we went to press, an A/V
show intriguingly entitled 'Mad
Phot' was due to be presented on
20 November by Martin Fry,
ARPS, and David Carpenter, and
a landscape/portrait competition
was fixed for 4 December.

Top

Typist

CONGRATULATIONS TO
secretarial trainee Sarah Powell
who appeared in our front cover
picture last issue.
Seventeen-year-old Sarah had
taken the London Chamber of
Commerce stage 1 typing
examination last June as part of her
RSA office procedures course.
Recently she heard she had
come top in the British Isles and
"I'm thrilled." said Sarah, who is
currently placed in works
engineering.
Obituary
WE RECORD with regret the
deaths of the following retired
employees: Linda Wood on I
September, aged 81; Ralph
Kibble on 5 September, aged 65;
Maurice Trigg on 10 September,
aged 61; and Fred Coombes on
30 September, aged 65.

